
Polls Guru 
 

Tagline:  "Unlock Insights, Empower Decisions with Polls.Guru" 
 

About Us: 

Polls.guru is a cutting-edge online polling platform that revolutionizes the way individuals and 

organizations conduct surveys and gather opinions. User-friendly features, versatile features, and 

real-time data analysis capabilities make Polls.guru easy to use. 

With Polls.guru you can streamline market research, political campaigns, educational assessments, 

and other data gathering endeavors. 

Polls.guru’s mission is to unlock valuable insights from data and to empower users to make 

informed decisions. 

 

Features:  

1. Real -time Data Collection: The capability to collect responses in real-time, enabling users to 

track and monitor the progress of their polls as a response come in. 

2. AI-Enabled Questions: An AI-enabled wizard provides you with guidance on the best questions 

to use for your polls based on the situation. 

3. AI-Curated Feedback:  Utilise our AI tool to get helpful feedback for your event, including 

awareness of how it went. 

4. Data Analysis: Robust analytics tools that provide insights and visualization of poll results, 

helping users understand trends, patterns, and make data-driven decisions. 

5. Security and Privacy: Ensuring data security and privacy measures to protect the confidentiality 

and anonymity of respondents. 

6. Mobile Compatibility: Offering a mobile-friendly interrface or dedicated mobile apps, allowing 

users to create and participate in polls from their smartphones or tablets. 

7. Reporting and Exporting: The ability to generate comprehensive reports or export poll data in 

various formats for further analysis or sharing. 

8. Increased Audience Engagement: Polls Guru helps you to engage your audience by giving them 

focused and interested. 

 

Product Features:  
1. Questions: Outstanding questions from your audience. 
2. Polls: Interact with audience using live poll. 

3. Slide: By inputting the event code, audience members can instantly access the published slides. 

 

Conclusion: 

In conclusion, Polls.guru stands as a dynamic and user-centric online polling platform, empowering 

individuals and organizations to gather valuable insights and make informed decisions. With its 

intuitive interface, versatile poll creation options, real-time data collection, and robust analytics 

features, Polls.guru streamlines the entire polling process.  

By prioritizing security, privacy, and providing seamless integration with popular platforms, 

Polls.guru ensures a comprehensive and user-friendly experience. Whether it's market research, 

political campaigns, education assessments, or any other data-gathering endeavor, Polls.guru is the 

go-to solution for unlocking the power of data and driving informed actions. Stay ahead of the 

curve with Polls.guru and harness the potential of surveys and polls to shape your success. 

 

 

 


